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Abstract 
Many Swedish as many European cities experienced a similar history of urbanization, 

architectural styles and planning paradigms. Most of the Swedish neighbourhoods originate or were 
modified in the 20th century and many of them, often copyrighted by architects and planners, have 
been preserved as they were designed. The fundamental urban challenge in this century is to find 
ways of urban redevelopment, transformation and adaptation of these neighbourhoods to futures of 
social and environmental changes. 

The type in urban morphology is the encompassing category that fuses form with time and 
space and there is a long tradition and established schools in Europe which document the 
consistencies between urban form, history and society. In this article I analyze the neighbourhoods in 
the city of Karlstad via the previously defined Swedish urban typology. The results show high 
explanation coefficients and low deviations. The typological neighbourhoods have similar urban 
densities, either as population or work places per hectare or as floor area ratios (FAR). It allows 
discussions about urban densities, redevelopment and transformation without really talking about 
coefficients or numbers.  

The results awake a palette of debates. How stereotypical are the urban neighbourhoods today 
and how and should we make them more unique? Are there other alternatives for the 21st century than 
the urban typologies from the past? Is conceptualizing neighbourhoods through typologies enough for 
urban transformation? 
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The urbanization and urban transformation challenge in Sweden 
The Swedish urbanization followed a pattern of new developments which left the cities with 

morphology of continuously extending outward. The rapid urbanization started in the 19th century. 
Before that not many people lived in cities. In 1800 there were 92 cities defined by charter and just 
less than 10% of the Swedish population of 2 million was urban. Stockholm had 75000, Gothenburg 
(Göteborg) 13000, while Karlskrona and Norrkoping (Norrköping) had 10000 inhabitants each. Only 
6 cities including Stockholm had more than 5000 and 15 over 2500 inhabitants. 

The public transports and the industrialization facilitated faster urban expansion from the 
1830s and almost doubled the urban radius to roughly 5km. Firstly horse-drawn buses and later horse 
trams were introduced in three cities in Sweden, Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmo (Malmö). The 
public transports thrived in the dense cities and concentrated urban population. Stockholm, for 
example, grew around its medieval core Gamlastan and had a population density of almost 100 
inhabitants per hectare. The urban population increased 5 times in the 19th century to more than 1 
million people in 1900 (20% of the Swedish population). Stockholm grew five times to 300000, 
Gothenburg tenfold to 130000 inhabitants, while Malmo 20 times to 60000 (SCB, 1967). 

The electrification of the public transports in the beginning of the 20th century extended the 
urban radius up to 10km, while the flexible motor buses and electric railways enabled a new pattern of 
urbanization. They opened nodes for urban development in the countryside, urbanized existing 
villages and annexed other urban cores along in fragmented urban agglomerations. The urban 
population in 1930 doubled to 2 million (30%) and doubled again to almost 4 million in 1960 (more 
than 50% urban population). 

The heyday of the public transports was shadowed by the spread of the private car in the 
middle of the 20th century and again by a new change in urbanization. The flexible car opened the 
entire countryside for urban development, while the functionalism and the traffic system, the private 
car and traffic safety dominated the Swedish planning from the 1940s. The need of undisturbed traffic 
flows demanded thoroughfares and decentralization. The urban cores of the 19th century, which relied 
on walking or public transports, were depopulated, renovated or ‘modernized’ with new architecture 
and bypassed by the E-motorways. The new functional city developed as archipelagos of 
monofunctional areas on the endless urban fringe along the E-motorways. The motto ‘form follows 
function’ and the functional recipe of inhabiting, working, recreation and circulation by Le Corbusier 
and CIAM (Congrès International d'Architecture Moderne) were vigilantly executed. The definition 
of urban changed in 1971 from cities by charter (städer) to municipalities (kommuner) and densely 
populated areas (tätorter). It revised the urban population in 1960 from 4 million in cities (SCB, 1969) 
to 5.5 million in densely populated districts (SCB, 2012). The urban population was 8 million in 2010 
(more than 80%).  

The ‘modernization’ of the urban cores, improved living standards and the shift from public 
to private mobility caused a fluctuation in population densities and decentralization throughout the 
20th century. The inner city of Stockholm reached 450000 inhabitants in 1940, during the heyday of 
the public transports to halve in 1980 and recuperate to over 320000 in 2012. Stockholm’s outer city 
developed rapidly from 10000 inhabitants in 1900, 130000 in 1940, 420000 in 1980 and 540000 in 
2012 (SCB/SWECO, 2012). 

Until recently there was no need to radically transform or discuss urban transformation of the 
Swedish cities. The cities grew outward and most of the new developments happened in the second 



  

half of the 20th century. Roughly 70% of the buildings in Sweden were built after 1946 (Björk et al., 
2003; 2009). Many of these neighbourhoods, often copyrighted by architects and planners, were 
preserved as finished. But these 20th century neighbourhoods are getting older and outdated. The 
planning then embraced the private car and cities transformed to enable undisturbed private mobility. 
The cars are crucial for functioning urban agglomerations of older and outdated neighbourhoods. The 
problem is bigger in the small Swedish cities. They act as hubs in vibrant wide urban agglomerations 
which overlay. 

The fundamental challenge in this century is to find ways and concepts to lessen the car 
dependence and one solution is to transform the urban agglomerations into cities adaptable to pending 
futures of social and environmental changes and disturbances in mobility and transports. Today there 
is a shift in planning paradigms towards compactness and multimodality which prioritizes other 
transport modes than the private car and development inward before growth outward.  

The scales of urban development and transformation 
The cities in Sweden developed and transformed partially. The neighbourhood is the large, 

the urban block medium, whereas the plot is the small scale of urban development and transformation. 
The development or transformation actions and their scales are displayed on Figure 1 (X designates 
usual, whereas (X) possible actions). 
 
Actions  Small scale 

(plots) 
Medium scale 
(urban blocks) 

Large scale 
(neighbourhoods)

Preserve (do not develop) X X X 
Renovate (keep the old) X (X)  
Renovate (change the old without transformation) X (X)  
Transformation (change the old in new form) X (X) X 
Redevelopment (infill or adjust new development) (X) X X 
Redevelopment (horizontally extend the old) X   
Redevelopment (vertically extend the old) X X (X) 
Redevelopment (superpose new over the old)  (X) (X) 
Redevelopment (demolish the old and develop new) X X X 
New development X X X 

Figure 1: Urban development and transformation actions and scales 

In Sweden the neighbourhood was and still is the dominant scale of development and the 
usual actions included new development and redevelopments (demolish the old and develop new, 
infill or adjust new development and occasionally superpose new over the old). The planning 
paradigm today changes towards development inward and actions like renovations, transformation 
and redevelopments before new developments. The neighbourhood scale allows only transformation 
and redevelopments (infill or adjust new development or demolish the old and develop new, and 
occasionally superpose new over the old or vertically extend the old). The urban development and 
transformation actions are morphologically typological operators where on a large scale urban 
transformation implies change from one neighbourhood or urban type to another. The neighbourhoods 
are both environments where these actions take place and their products and they exist as urban 
typologies.  

Swedish urban typologies 
Many Swedish as many European cities, somewhere earlier, somewhere later, experienced a 

similar history of urbanization, architectural styles and planning paradigms. Transmissions and 
convergences of European urban images happened continuously throughout the history, but stronger 
from the middle of the 19th century. For example, Paris with its lavish cityscapes inspired urban 
reflections throughout Europe in the end of the 19th. The international style in the second half of the 
20th century was the culmination when the urban reflections became literally replications appearing 
instantly in many European cities. These consistencies can be followed by urban typologies. An urban 



  

or neighbourhood type fuses urban form with time and space, with history and society, with ages, 
styles and paradigms.  

There is a long tradition and many established schools of urban morphology in Europe which 
have understood and explained cities either through urban elements or typologies. The morphologies 
or urban typologies in Sweden were method firstly used by geographers and later by architects and 
urban planners. The geographers surveyed and mapped similarities between neighbourhoods and 
described their characteristics. The city was defined geographically as ‘agglomeration with clear inner 
differentiation’ (Ahlmann at al., 1934:7) and the Geographical Institute at Stockholm’s University 
under Hans Ahlmann, made extensive and detailed geographic studies of Stockholm’s morphology 
from 1929. They linked urban geography and morphology with history, economy and sociology and 
drew inspiration from French, German, British and American schools of geography and sociology.  

The urban form and its relation to living standards, to the Sun as insolation and shadows, to 
the Nature as access to green areas dominated the architectural and urban debates from the 1920s. 
Uno Åhrén (1928) inspired by Walter Gropius developed guidelines for urban form as geometric rules 
and urban coefficients. By these morphological rules the architects designed new neighbourhoods and 
they are still widely used. 

Sven Markelius, the head of the Planning Office in Stockholm, used urban typologies both to 
investigate housing preferences and to design urban developments. The questionnaires included urban 
typologies like villas and other single family houses, multifamily buildings with 3 and 4 storeys and 
multifamily buildings with more than 5 storeys, while the design for a future city (see Figure 1 below) 
had clear urban typology (C main centre, LC local centre, H multifamily housing are, R row housing 
area, V villas and single house area, I industry area) which diversifies the functional recipe 
(habitation, work and recreation).  

 

     

Figure 1: The satellite city by Sven Markelius from Byggmästaren 1945 on the left and the twelve 
urban typologies from the Plan for Stockholm from 1999 



  

The Planning Office in Stockholm used urban typologies together with functional zoning 
from the 1940s. In the Plan for Stockholm from 1999 there are twelve urban types which reflect the 
historical development of Stockholm, from before the industrialization until today. For example 
‘Gamla stan’ and ‘äldre förstad’ are preindustrial urban cores, ‘villastad’ and ‘trägårdsstad’ are garden 
suburbs from 1890 onwards, while ‘tunnelbanestad’ is the ABC city which developed from 1950-
1990 (see Figure 1 above). 

Johan Rådberg in the 1980s made very deep and comprehensive insight in Swedish urban 
morphology. He developed detailed and chronological Swedish urban typology (Rådberg 1988:435-
40; 1995) drawing from Conzenian and Muratorian schools (Rådberg, 1995:6). Rådberg divided the 
urban typology historically by four epochs, each characterized by specific planning paradigm. In his 
consecutive studies, for example in the morphological study of the city of Vasteras (Västerås), 
Rådberg and Johannson (1998) explored the relationship between urban typology and quality as 
housing preferences. 

   

 

Figure 2: Johan Rådberg’s urban typologies from 1988 and 1995 on a diagram with floor area ratios 
(FARs) on the vertical, number of floors on the inclined and building coverage on the horizontal axis 
(the bubbles represent intervals in which the urban types locate) 

A planning method with a matrix of neighbourhood types was developed by Arken Architects 
and Ekologigruppen Ekoplan, together with Jerker Söderlind and Håkan Jersenius. Another urban 
typology of residential areas was developed in detail and encyclopaedically illustrated in two books of 
the ‘Så byggdes’ trilogy (Björk et al, 2003; 2009). 

Karlstad’s urban typology study 
Karlstad is a city with around 60000 inhabitants. It is the capital and largest city in Värmland, 

a county in Sweden on a border with Norway. As many smaller cities in Sweden developed slowly in 
the first half and rapidly in the second half of the 20th century, in the years of rapid motorization. The 
city expanded neighbourhood by neighbourhood, firstly around the historical urban core and later 
linearly along the E-18 motorway and its road hierarchy. The city today is like an archipelago of 
residential and working bubbles stemming out of the exits of E-18. The gradual extension of the city 
resulted in consistent pattern of neighbourhoods around the urban core or on the both sides of E-18. 
Many neighbourhoods within deformed concentric circles or rings reflect clearly the planning trends 



  

and fashions of the 20th century as well as the paradigm changes. The 85 neighbourhoods which are 
categorized as typical in this study more than cover 70% of the city. 

 

 

Figure 3: Map of the neighbourhoods in Karlstad by neighbourhood typology 

The continuous extension of Karlstad is clear on the map (Figure 3). The urban core of the 
city was shaped by enclosed ‘urban blocks of the stone city’ (‘kringbyggd (sluten) småstadskvarter 
(stenstad)’). The second period of expansion was with ‘villa cities’ (‘villastäder’) and ‘earlier 
modernist blocks and towers’ (‘tidigare lamellhus- eller punkthusområde’) and the third with 
functional modernist cities (‘funktionaliska städer’), ‘later modernist blocks and towers’ (‘senare 
lamellhus- eller punkthusområde’) and a variety of monofunctional areas scattered along E-18. 

Method and data 
I used a standard method in morphological studies. I made a survey of the neighbourhoods 

and their characteristics according a neighbourhood typology (see Appendix 1) which draws 
inspiration from the Swedish urban typologies mentioned before. Later I joined the statistics and made 
a database where I used general linear models in SPSS to analyze the interrelationship between 
neighbourhood type as nominal and the various statistics as numeric variables.  

The data from the city of Karlstad dated from the end of 2009. The GIS maps were from 
Lantmäteriet’s (National Land Survey of Sweden) Digital Library and municipality of Karlstad. Two 
statistical packages AMPAK and FASTPAK by NYKO4 areas and the GIS map of the NYKO4 areas 
were supplied by the municipality of Karlstad and Statistiska centralbyrån (SCB, Statistics Sweden). 
NYKO4 is one of the six layers of administrative divisions within one municipality. AMPAK shows 
statistics about the labour market whereas FASTPAK about buildings, real properties and floor areas 



  

per NYKO4 area. The NYKO4 administrative borders did not always corresponded to the 
neighbourhoods and I adjusted their areas in ArcGIS to fit their typologies. Sometimes I joined two or 
more NYKO4 area to make one neighbourhood. The table (Figure 4) below shows the statistics about 
sizes and urban densities of the neighbourhoods. 
 
 n Mean Std. Deviation Minimum Median Maximum 

Adjusted area 85 350390 287440 40165 265988 1582490 

Population 85 777 825 0 553 4132 
Work places 85 434 781 1 130 4182 
FAR 85 0,21 0,25 0,00 0,12 1,65 

Figure 4: Descriptive statistics for the neighbourhoods 

Results 
The results of the general linear model (GLM) for neighbourhood type showed high 

explanation coefficients for population or population and work place densities (R2~0.80) and slightly 
lower for work place densities and floor area ratios or FAR (R2~0.70). The significant parameters in 
the GLM for population or population densities were the residential areas, where in the GLM for the 
work place densities were the working areas, whereas the mixed areas were significant for in the both 
GLMs. The parameters and explanation coefficients for the GLMs were included in Appendix 2. 
 

 

Figure 5: Neighbourhood types and urban densities 

The descriptive statistics for the common neighbourhood types which had higher samples 
showed low deviations, especially for population or population and work places. It means that 
typological neighbourhoods like neighbourhoods with urban villas around the city have similar urban 
densities and we can basically within some range predict how many people will live and work. The 
chart (Figure 5) above also shows the clear specialization of neighbourhoods, some were 
predominantly with residences and other with work areas.   



  

 

 

Figure 6: Neighbourhood types by urban density and FAR 

The chart above (Figure 6) illustrates that the residential neighbourhoods (with square and 
circle symbols) are almost lineary distributed in the chart that displays the relationship between urban 
density (population and work places per hectare) and FAR. The charts above (Figure 5 and 6) also 
show that similar neighbourhoods make clouds by urban densities or FARs.  

Discussion and conclusions of the typological study 
Even though the sample of neighbourhoods from the city of Karlstad is rather small (n=85) 

and there is a variety of neighbourhood types (12 are included in the Karlstad study) we can see a 
statistical significance between neighbourhood type and urban densities. Basically in some interval it 
is possible to discuss about typological, recognizable or characteristic neighbourhoods, while keeping 
the urban densities and other urban coefficients in the background. The results have similar findings 
as an earlier morphological study of the city of Vasteras (Rådberg and Johannson, 1998). The 
repetition of the results for another city can be evidence both of correct typology, but also of repetitive 
urban development in the cities. Yet, much more studies in other Swedish cities need to be done for a 
more complete picture. 

Secondly we can compare the morphological differences between the various neighbourhood 
types and recommend actions for transformation or redevelopment of one type to another. The 
prospect to use typologies, categorize and discuss urban phenomena, while running processes of 
systematization, explanation, quantifying and modelling in the background is a promising one in my 
opinion.  

Urban transformation discussion 
The results from the Karlstad study and the consistency with the previous Vasteras study 

awake a palette of debates. How stereotypical are the urban neighbourhoods today and how and 
should we make them more unique? Are there other alternatives for the 21st century than the urban 



  

typologies from the past? Is conceptualizing neighbourhoods through typologies enough for urban 
transformation? 

Neighbourhood and urban transformation typologies, repetitiveness and stereotypes 
The neighbourhood typologies can be very useful for urban development and transformation. 

They can be mapped and discussed as categories, while analyzed and modelled as numbers in the 
background. The advantage with neighbourhood types is that they are easily identified and recognized 
by non professionals and the general public. They can be experiences and illustrated and there is 
usually a public opinion about the urban quality of the neighbourhood types which can be easily 
followed by preference surveys. We can not only develop neighbourhood typologies, but also 
typological transformations from one neighbourhood type to another. 

The disadvantage of the typologies is lack of innovativeness and individuality. It is difficult to 
discuss the unique or non typical which sometimes can be a driver for novel or progressive urban 
development. The typologies are predominantly historic and retrograde and what is not included is 
usually not considered. The retrograde disposition and nostalgic attachment to traditional 
neighbourhood types can result in repetitiveness and stereotypes.  

The people are imitative and docile argues Marcus Vitruvius Pollio in ‘The ten books on 
architecture’. They copy each other and learn from each other. The first buildings were imitations of 
the nests of swallows and their methods of building and the same copying exist today worldwide. 
Many Swedish and European cities today are terribly stereotypical. It started with the Parisian 
transmission of urban images and continued with Le Corbusian visions and ‘modern’ surgery and 
replications in the European cities. The ‘modernization’ dramatically increased the quality of life and 
very few cities escaped the process. The traditional urban and rural life, historical villages and cities 
disappeared, while certain rural and urban cores were embalmed as islands, monuments or attractions 
in the functionally divided urban archipelagos. The 19th and 20th century architects, planners, 
bureaucrats and politicians envisioned and executed networks of inflexible urban infrastructures for 
many centuries to come. The planning today is more an inertia to fill in the pockets along the 
renovated railways and E-motorways. The neighbourhood typologies are ideal conceptualization to 
fill the gaps around the existing infrastructures. But do we still need to fulfil some outdated visions or 
we need to live our own, while leaving place for the future generations to accomplish their own. It is 
difficult to think out of the planning systems, but why not try? 
 
Neighbourhood versus mobility perspective 

The last, but not least question is: Are the neighbourhood types and their understanding 
enough for urban development and transformation? The answer is certainly not. The neighbourhood 
typologies cover only one aspect of the urban life, the human prospect, the walkable, the near. The 
urban morphology revolves around two urban theories. The first sees the city as ‘a mosaic of little 
worlds that touch’ (Park, 1925:40) and the second defines urbanity by size, density and heterogeneity 
(Wirth, 1933). The schools of urban morphology have neglected the fluidity of urban life. 

The urban life today is mobile and cities are ‘extraordinary agglomerations of flows’ (Amin 
and Thrift, 2002:42). Life is literally described by a sequence of inhabited places, movable or fixed. 
The mobility perspective has other scales of urban development and transformation and it is as crucial 
as the neighbourhood perspective. From the mobility perspective the neighbourhood is the small 
scale, the region medium, while the globe the large scale. 

The urban fixity of the morphologies and the dynamics of flows, the neighbourhood and 
mobility perspective are brilliantly conceptualized by Brian McLoughlin’s maps for activities and 
spaces and communications and channels (McLoughlin, 1969). A full awareness and understanding of 
the morphological and mobility scales is needed for successful urban transformation. One 
neighbourhood has important morphological details and in a same time it is unit in layers of mobility.  
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Appendix 1: Neighbourhood typology 
In this study I made summary of the four urban typologies mentioned above and I expanded 

the list with postmodern neighbourhoods which occurred after 1980s. I also added distinction by 
transport paradigm or policy (walking, public transports, private transports, intermodal), since the 
neighbourhoods after 1960 were lavishly equipped with vast parking areas and garages. The 
complexes which are literally buildings and parking garages are neighbourhoods oriented towards the 
private car.  

The neighbourhood typology is divided by five paradigms.  The vernacular neighbourhoods 
cannot be really pinned to an age or to planning paradigm. These neighbourhoods include haphazardly 
grown and agglomerated villages and unplanned urban cores. 

 
 By (1-2 storeys, ~10%, far 0.10) (translated: village) 
 Urban by (1-2 storeys, ~10%, far 0.10) (translated: urban village) 
 Trästad (1-3 storeys, 25-50%, far 0.25-1.50) (translated: wooden city neighbourhoods) 
 Ursprunglig stadskärna (1-8 storeys, 50-90%, far 0.5-5) (translated: embryonic, irregular or 

unplanned city core) 
 Kvadrangelhusområde? (1-3 storeys, ~75%, far 0.70-2) (translated: area with quadrangles)  

 
The classical and neoclassical neighbourhoods include planned city cores by various 

regulations that emerged from the antiquity and consecutively until today in its eclectic neo-classicism 
or neo-traditionalism.  
 
 Kringbyggd (sluten) småstadskvarter (1-4 storeys, 50-90%, far 1-3) (translated: 

neighbourhood with enclosed urban blocks in small city) 
 Kringbyggd (sluten) storstadkvarter (5-8 storeys, 50-90%, far 2-5) (translated: neighbourhood 

with enclosed urban blocks in large city) 
 Kringbyggd (sluten) storstadsstorgårdskvarter (4-8 storeys, 50-90%, far 2-5) (translated: 

neighbourhood with enclosed urban blocks and large courtyards in large city) 
 Kringbyggd (sluten) kvarter med skyskrapor (18-110 storeys, 50-90%, far 10-44) (translated: 

city of skyscrapers in urban blocks that does not exist in Sweden, but it is the final evolution 
today of the classical city of urban blocks) 

 
The garden city emerged in the end of the 19th century as critique of the overcrowded, 

unhealthy, polluted and dangerous industrial city that kept its classical and neoclassical form with 
staggering densities and poor conditions of life.  
 
 Trädgårdsstad (1-3 storeys, 10-50%, far 0.10-0.50) (garden city neighbourhood with mix of 

functions) 
 Villastad (1-3 storeys, 10-50%, far 0.10-0.50) (translated: area with detached houses in 

regular, rectangular internal street network without cul-de-sacs) 
 

The modernist neighbourhoods emerged in the 1920s and mainstreamed in the 1940s. Heavily 
criticized from the 1960s it is a paradigm with strong roots even today. Therefore we can categorize 
the similar neighbourhoods as earlier (before 1940s), later (1940-1980s) and newer (1990s-today) 
which enter in the postmodern categories. The modernist neighbourhoods are also differentiated by 
the transport paradigms and revolutions. The ascendancy of the private car was grasped by the late 
modernism which found expression through various building and parking complexes which emerged 
from the 1940s. The modernist neighbourhoods before the emergence of the private car were always 
adjusted to public transport with minimal parking spaces, but spacious green areas. The modernist 
neighbourhoods in the end can be conceived as a whole, functional entity or modernist city or as 
functional parts. 

 



  

 
 Funktionalistisk stad (over 4 storeys, 10-30%, far 1-10) (modernist city with mix of 

typologies) 
 Tidigare lamellhus- eller punkthusområde (to 5 storeys, 10-30%, far 0.40-1.20) (earlier 

modernist blocks and towers) 
 Senare lamellhus- eller punkthusområde (over 4 storeys, 10-30%, far 1-10) (later modernist 

residential areas) 
 Bostadskomplex (over 2 storeys, 10-70%, far 0.2-10) (modernist residential complexes) 
 Småhusområde (1-2 storeys, 10-25%, far 0.10-0.25) (translated: area with detached houses 

with hierarchical street network often with many cul-de-sacs reaching each house or cluster of 
houses) 

 Radhus- eller kedjehusområde (1-2 storeys, ~25%, far 0.25-0.50) (translated: row houses 
area) 

 Centrum (1-30 storeys, 10-50%, far 0.10-10) (modernist centres) 
 Industriområde (1-30 storeys, 10-30%, far 0.10-10) (industrial parks, areas or complexes) 
 Handelområde (1-2 storeys, 10-30%, far 0.10-0.20) (retail parks, areas or complexes) 
 Kontorkomplex (over 2 storeys, 10-70%, far 0.2-10) (modernist office complexes) 
 Idrottspark, kultur- eller rekreationsområde (1-3 storeys, ~10%, far 0.10-0.25) (sport, 

recreational or leisure parks, areas or complexes), squares and parks included 
 Institutionområde (1-10 storeys, ~10%, far 0.10-1) (institutional and other community 

services parks, areas or complexes) 
 Fritidshusområde (1-2 storeys, ~10%, far 0.10) (translated: area with houses for recreation) 

 
The postmodernism is deeply eclectic selectively choosing pieces or returning completely to some of 
the preceding paradigms. Large part of the planning is deeply neo-modernist today still enriching the 
extensive database of urban diagrams and patterns. There is one striking hybrid that reaches into the 
classical and liberated the enclosed urban blocks with arrangements as quasi-urban blocks. The 
postmodernism also includes a new paradigm in transports. The private car and the parking are de-
prioritized in favour of multimodal transport solutions. There is a hierarchy of walking, cycling, 
public transports, with the private car on the bottom of the pyramid.  
 
 Kvasi-småstadskvarter (to 4 storeys, 30-50%, far 0.90-3) (translated: small city 

neighbourhoods in quasi-urban blocks) 
 Kvasi-storstadskvarter (over 4 storeys, 30-50%, far 1.20-4) (translated: big city 

neighbourhoods in quasi-urban blocks) 
 Nyare lamellhus- eller punkthusområde (to 4 storeys, 10-30%, far 0.40-1.20) (newer neo-

modernist residential areas) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

Appendix 2: Descriptive statistics, parameter estimates and explanation coefficients of 
the GLMs 
 

  

Dependent 
Variable: 

Work place 
per hectare 

Dependent 
Variable: 

Population 
per hectare 
per hectare 

Dependent 
Variable: 

Population 
and work 
places per 

hectare 

Dependent 
Variable: 

FAR 

Dependent 
Variable: 

Commercial 
FAR 

Dependent 
Variable: 

Residential 
FAR 

Dependent 
Variable: 

Income AVG 
Type 

Mean
Std. 
Dev. Mean 

Std. 
Dev. Mean

Std. 
Dev. Mean

Std. 
Dev. Mean

Std. 
Dev. Mean 

Std. 
Dev. Mean 

Std. 
Dev. n

Funktionalistisk stad 5.8 0.8 51.5 6.6 57.3 5.9 0.237 0.051 0.027 0.012 0.213 0.055 26986 827 3
Handelsområde 19.3 6.8 0.8 1.7 20.1 5.8 0.200 0.082 0.195 0.090 0.005 0.010 26822 1655 4
Idrotts-. kultur- eller 
rekreationsområde 

18.9 21.6 1.8 2.5 20.7 19.2 0.050 0.042 0.045 0.049 0.010 0.014 32684 8651 2

Industriområde 17.1 24.7 0.2 0.4 17.3 24.6 0.133 0.181 0.133 0.181 0.000 0.000 33309 6788 10
Institutionsområde 111.4 118.4 7.9 11.0 119.3 107.3 0.045 0.064 0.015 0.021 0.030 0.042 26391 3263 2
Kontorkomplex 59.8 30.9 7.2 3.6 67.0 34.4 0.305 0.035 0.285 0.035 0.020 0.000 31812 1038 2

Kringbyggd (sluten) 
småstadskvarter (stenstad) 

96.5 64.0 61.7 33.2 158.2 57.2 0.730 0.384 0.438 0.370 0.293 0.146 29882 2599 9

Nyare lamellhus- eller 
punkthusområde 

1.9 2.3 36.0 16.1 37.8 18.5 0.130 0.085 0.000 0.000 0.125 0.078 25792 1153 2

Radhus- eller kedjehusområde 1.5 1.2 30.8 9.6 32.3 9.5 0.134 0.039 0.004 0.007 0.130 0.037 27792 1411 9
Senare lamellhus- eller 
punkthusområde 

5.0 5.6 65.3 23.3 70.2 28.5 0.361 0.280 0.086 0.181 0.276 0.106 27531 924 8

Småhusområde 1.5 0.9 18.3 3.8 19.7 4.0 0.084 0.014 0.002 0.008 0.082 0.015 28751 991 13

Tidigare lamellhus- eller 
punkthusområde 

4.0 3.3 38.9 16.2 42.9 19.3 0.190 0.085 0.014 0.015 0.172 0.077 28019 728 5

Urban by 0.1 . 5.7 . 5.8 . 0.030 . 0.000 . 0.030 . 25812 . 1
Villastad 3.0 1.9 21.4 8.0 24.4 8.6 0.103 0.045 0.005 0.006 0.099 0.041 28491 856 15
Total 19.5 41.3 28.0 25.8 47.5 50.7 0.214 0.254 0.091 0.196 0.123 0.116 28953 3386 85

Figure 7: Descriptive statistics 

  
Dependent Variable: 

Work place per hectare 

Dependent Variable: 
Population per hectare 

per hectare 

Dependent Variable: 
Population and work 

places per hectare 
Parameter 

B 
Std. 

Error t Sig. B 
Std. 

Error t Sig. B 
Std. 

Error t Sig. 
[Type=Funktionalistisk stad] 5,8 16,0 0,36 0,719 51,5 8,7 5,95 0,000 57,3 16,0 3,59 0,001
[Type=Handelsområde] 19,3 13,8 1,39 0,168 0,8 7,5 0,11 0,913 20,1 13,8 1,45 0,151
[Type=Idrotts-, kultur- eller rekreationsområde] 18,9 19,5 0,97 0,337 1,8 10,6 0,16 0,869 20,7 19,6 1,06 0,295
[Type=Industriområde] 17,1 8,7 1,96 0,054 0,2 4,7 0,04 0,968 17,3 8,7 1,98 0,052
[Type=Institutionsområde] 111,4 19,5 5,70 0,000 7,9 10,6 0,74 0,459 119,3 19,6 6,10 0,000
[Type=Kontorkomplex] 59,8 19,5 3,06 0,003 7,2 10,6 0,67 0,502 67,0 19,6 3,42 0,001
[Type=Kringbyggd (sluten) småstadskvarter (stenstad)] 96,5 9,2 10,4 0,000 61,7 5,0 12,3 0,000 158,2 9,2 17,1 0,000
[Type=Nyare lamellhus- eller punkthusområde] 1,9 19,5 0,09 0,925 36,0 10,6 3,39 0,001 37,8 19,6 1,93 0,057
[Type=Radhus- eller kedjehusområde] 1,5 9,2 0,17 0,869 30,8 5,0 6,16 0,000 32,3 9,2 3,51 0,001
[Type=Senare lamellhus- eller punkthusområde] 5,0 9,8 0,51 0,614 65,3 5,3 12,3 0,000 70,2 9,8 7,18 0,000
[Type=Småhusområde] 1,5 7,7 0,19 0,848 18,3 4,2 4,39 0,000 19,7 7,7 2,57 0,012
[Type=Tidigare lamellhus- eller punkthusområde] 4,0 12,4 0,33 0,745 38,9 6,7 5,80 0,000 42,9 12,4 3,47 0,001
[Type=Urban by] 0,1 27,6 0,00 0,997 5,7 15,0 0,38 0,705 5,8 27,7 0,21 0,835
[Type=Villastad] 3,0 7,1 0,42 0,674 21,4 3,9 5,53 0,000 24,4 7,1 3,42 0,001

  

R Squared = 0,692 
(Adjusted R Squared = 

0,631) 

R Squared = 0,870 
(Adjusted R Squared = 

0,844) 

R Squared = 0,867 
(Adjusted R Squared = 

0,840) 

Figure 8: Parameter estimates and explanation coefficients of the GLMs (continues) 



  

  Dependent Variable: FAR 
Dependent Variable: 

Commercial FAR 
Dependent Variable: 

Residential FAR 
Dependent Variable: 

Income AVG 
Parameter 

B 
Std. 

Error t Sig. B 
Std. 

Error t Sig. B 
Std. 

Error t Sig. B 
Std. 

Error t Sig. 
[Type=Funktionalistisk 
stad] 

0,237 0,100 2,36 0,021 0,027 0,088 0,30 0,763 0,213 0,039 5,46 0,000 26986 1695 15,92 0,000

[Type=Handelsområde] 0,200 0,087 2,31 0,024 0,195 0,076 2,56 0,013 0,005 0,034 0,15 0,883 26822 1468 18,27 0,000
[Type=Idrotts-, kultur- eller 
rekreationsområde] 

0,050 0,123 0,41 0,685 0,045 0,108 0,42 0,677 0,010 0,048 0,21 0,835 32684 2076 15,74 0,000

[Type=Industriområde] 0,133 0,055 2,42 0,018 0,133 0,048 2,76 0,007 0,000 0,021 0,00 1,000 33309 929 35,87 0,000
[Type=Institutionsområde] 0,045 0,123 0,37 0,715 0,015 0,108 0,14 0,890 0,030 0,048 0,63 0,533 26391 2076 12,71 0,000
[Type=Kontorkomplex] 0,305 0,123 2,49 0,015 0,285 0,108 2,65 0,010 0,020 0,048 0,42 0,677 31812 2076 15,32 0,000
[Type=Kringbyggd (sluten) 
småstadskvarter (stenstad)] 

0,730 0,058 12,6 0,000 0,438 0,051 8,62 0,000 0,293 0,023 13,0 0,000 29882 979 30,53 0,000

[Type=Nyare lamellhus- 
eller punkthusområde] 

0,130 0,123 1,06 0,293 0,000 0,108 0,00 1,000 0,125 0,048 2,61 0,011 25792 2076 12,42 0,000

[Type=Radhus- eller 
kedjehusområde] 

0,134 0,058 2,32 0,023 0,004 0,051 0,09 0,930 0,130 0,023 5,76 0,000 27792 979 28,39 0,000

[Type=Senare lamellhus- 
eller punkthusområde] 

0,361 0,061 5,89 0,000 0,086 0,054 1,60 0,114 0,276 0,024 11,5 0,000 27531 1038 26,52 0,000

[Type=Småhusområde] 0,084 0,048 1,74 0,086 0,002 0,042 0,05 0,957 0,082 0,019 4,35 0,000 28751 814 35,30 0,000
[Type=Tidigare lamellhus- 
eller punkthusområde] 

0,190 0,078 2,45 0,017 0,014 0,068 0,21 0,838 0,172 0,030 5,69 0,000 28019 1313 21,34 0,000

[Type=Urban by] 0,030 0,174 0,17 0,863 0,000 0,152 0,00 1,000 0,030 0,068 0,44 0,659 25812 2937 8,79 0,000
[Type=Villastad] 0,103 0,045 2,29 0,025 0,005 0,039 0,12 0,906 0,099 0,017 5,69 0,000 28491 758 37,58 0,000

  

R Squared = 0,770 
(Adjusted R Squared = 

0,725) 

R Squared = 0,581 
(Adjusted R Squared = 

0,498) 

R Squared = 0,865 
(Adjusted R Squared = 

0,839) 

R Squared = 0,992 
(Adjusted R Squared = 

0,990) 

Figure 9: Parameter estimates and explanation coefficients of the GLMs (continuation) 

 
 
 
 
 


